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Taking a look at Samuel and also Qi Yiyun getting involved in Wang Mao‟s vehicle, Chang 

Lang frowned. Samuel and Qi Yiyun were not well clothed, Wang Mao‟s handmade Flavor 

suit made Chang Lang look at them with new eyes. 

His family members might get in touch with some high-end residential brand names. His 

daddy likewise had such a Flavor match, which set you back 10s of hundreds of yuan at 

once. 

The individual who could use this type of garments was absolutely not a common person. 

She really did not know the value of Wang Mao‟s Chinese Flavor costume. For somebody 

like her that just recognized exactly how to make international brands, all the other brands 

were rubbish. 

” Do not stress, exactly how can I neglect what I claimed? Chang Lang agreed, after seeing 

Wang Mao, he had to be careful concerning Samuel‟s identity. 

” You „d much better shave that lady‟s face.” Dou Wei said, gnashing her teeth. As the saying 

goes, ladies‟s hearts are one of the most vicious. After Dou Wei saw Qi Yiyun lose her 

glasses, she really felt a feeling of inferiority in her heart. Nonetheless, exactly how could 

she, a proud woman, approve this sensation? As a result, she wished to destroy Qi Yiyun‟s 

appearance. 

It was contradictory as a result of the size of her voice and she could consider such a savage 

way of retribution. From this, it could be seen how horrible her mind was. 

It was challenging to increase a lady and a villain. When both were incorporated, it would 

certainly be much more bothersome. 

After arriving at the hotel in the auto, Wang Mao scheduled 2 nearby governmental suites 

on the top floor. It was not up until Samuel and also Qi Yiyun had packed up their bags that 

he went back to his space as well as repeatedly advised Samuel to call him as soon as 

possible if there was anything he needed. 

The enthusiastic Wang Mao made Samuel feel worried, but Qi Yiyun really felt that 

outstanding people should be dealt with similar to this. Since Wang Mao wanted Samuel to 



win face for Cloud City‟s Go Association, every little thing he had actually done was what he 

ought to have done. 

In her room, Qi Yiyun removed all her disguises and also took off her glasses. She was as 

extravagant as an iceberg siren, and also her eyes seemed to be high over. 

Standing by the home window, the breeze blew delicately, and the hair on the sides 

persuaded with the wind. At this moment, Qi Yiyun‟s eyes were as intense as lanterns. 

Qi Yiyun claimed to herself. In enhancement to getting involved in the competitors this time, 

Qi Yiyun was extra essential to breathe to relax her body and mind. 

Their appearance had actually made the Qi family members‟s condition in the imperial 

household plunge. Qi Yiyun had actually tried her finest to keep the placement of the Qi 

family members, the effect was marginal. 

In the past 2 years, Qi Yiyun had actually been physically and also psychologically worn 

down. Her daddy had encouraged her to find a capable guy to take on all of this, however 

ordinary guys might not capture Qi Yiyun‟s eye. 

It was not until she went back to China this time around that she saw Samuel that Qi Yiyun 

really felt that this male had the same tolerance as her. Qi Yiyun recognized that she and 

also Samuel were of the exact same kind, and also such a person may be certified to be the 

son-in-law of the Qi family. 

Of course, Qi Yiyun had a series of evaluations. Only Samuel passed can she genuinely 

encounter him. 

Dingdong … 

The buzzer sounded, and Qi Yiyun shut her eyes once again. She strolled to the door as well 

as opened it. 

” Do you wish to pursue a stroll? You need to transform your glasses, do not you?” Samuel 

asked, standing at the door. 

Qi Yiyun‟s glasses were already split. She without a doubt needed to change a brand-new 

pair of glasses and said, “Okay, do you intend to give it to me?” 



“You‟re the best friend of Yvonne. It matters not if I give it to you,” Samuel stated. 

Hearing this, Qi Yiyun really felt a little dissatisfied. Why did he have to point out Yvonne 

when involves giving her the gift? Was he secretly advising her? 

Samuel did mean this. He was attempting to prevent exciting uncertainty. 

Qi Yiyun was really beautiful, also prettier than Yvonne. Nevertheless, to Samuel, Yvonne‟s 

setting in his heart was irreplaceable. What if she was attractive? She was absolutely nothing 

more than a bag of skin. 

 


